Optimization of capture-recapture monitoring of elusive species illustrated with a threatened grasshopper.
Information on population sizes and trends of threatened species is essential for their conservation, but obtaining reliable estimates can be challenging. Here, we propose a method to improve the precision of population size estimates obtained from capture-recapture studies for species with low (re)capture probabilities and short seasonal activity, using an elusive grasshopper species (Prionotropis rhodanica) as a model. We first used data from five capture-recapture studies for identifying methodological and environmental factors affecting (re)capture probabilities and population size estimates. Based upon these estimates, we conducted a simulation study to identify the minimum number of sampling occasions needed to obtain unbiased and precise population size estimates. We used these results to optimize the capture-recapture design, which we then implemented in two additional studies and compared their precision with those of the non-optimized studies. Finally, we simulated scenarios based on the thresholds of IUCN Red List criteria C and D to investigate if population size estimates for elusive species are robust enough to reliably inform Red List assessments. Our study shows that identifying parameters that affect (re)capture probabilities (in the grasshopper "phenology", i.e. time since emergence of first adults) and optimizing field protocols based upon this information, helps to reduce study effort and simultaneously obtain more precise population size estimates. Population size estimates of the scenarios based upon the IUCN Red List criteria thresholds produced mostly unbiased and precise estimates, suggesting that these can be considered reliable for informing Red list assessments. While capture-recapture still remains difficult and costly for elusive species, our optimization procedure helps to determine efficient protocols to increase data quality while minimizing monitoring effort. Article impact statement: Optimization helps minimize efforts to obtain reliable data from capture-recapture studies of elusive species to inform conservation. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.